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Abstract

Pedestrians captured from real world surveillance
cameras can often be in frontal view. This is true for
surveillance cameras installed in bridges and corridors.
Surveillance cameras in these environments are often
oriented in the direction along the passage. In such a
setting, many of the walking pedestrians would often
appear to be approaching the camera. In this paper, we
focus on the detection of these pedestrians from a dis-
tance. Common pedestrian detection algorithms such
as background subtraction or motion detection do not
work well for approaching pedestrians in the distance
when viewing the pedestrians from the front view. We,
therefore, propose to detect such pedestrians using tem-
poral pattern of intensity observed from a pair of human
walking legs. Thorough discussion of the detection al-
gorithm is presented in this paper. Evaluation results
show that pedestrians of image size as small as 30 pixels
tall can be detected using our algorithm. Our method
can be utilized in intelligent surveillance systems for
initiating tracking process and subsequent recognition
of pedestrians from a distance.

1 Introduction

With the massive deployment of surveillance cam-
eras, there is increasing interest on the semantic under-
standing of the videos taken by surveillance cameras.
Among the technologies in semantic understanding of
surveillance video, pedestrian detection is perhaps the
most important one. This is because a number of auto-
matic surveillance tasks heavily rely on the success of
pedestrian detection. Examples include recognition of
pedestrians inside a designated area [12][3], and moni-
toring of their activity [1].

Pedestrians captured from real world surveillance
cameras can often be in frontal view. This is true for
surveillance cameras installed in long passages such as
corridors, bridges, and streets. Surveillance cameras in
these environments are often installed with an orienta-
tion facing the pedestrians walking along the passage.
In such a setting, pedestrians would often appear to be
either frontal or rear. In this paper, we are particularly
interested in detecting pedestrians in frontal view. We
would refer them as approaching pedestrians. In our
work, we assume approaching pedestrians are frontal
to a tolerance of ±15◦ in the view angles. Among the
approaching pedestrians in a scene, we focus on the
detection of those from a distance because a) such ap-
proaching pedestrians can be detected, tracked, and

analyzed earlier, b) face recognition is feasible because
of smaller elevation angle . As our task is to detect
distant pedestrians, we would refine the definition of
them as those walking people at a distance of at least
20m away from a common web camera so that they
appear to be 30 to 50 pixels tall.

The most commonly used methods to detect pedes-
trians in surveillance systems are the background sub-
traction techniques [11]. However, the output of these
methods is usually noisy, with small blobs of false ob-
jects. It is difficult to differentiate between false ob-
jects and distant pedestrians. Another issue is that
distant approaching pedestrians can be absorbed into
the background model, as they appear to be motion-
less and stay at roughly the same image location over
time [8]. An alternative approach to detect pedestri-
ans is by motion detection. An implicit assumption of
this approach is that the image locations of pedestri-
ans form significant tracks in a short period of time.
This assumption is valid if pedestrians appear in side
view or aerial view. For images of approaching pedes-
trians taken at the front view, however, the tracks are
often insignificant. Some researchers use shape or gra-
dient features to detection pedestrians. Representative
works in this area are given by [5] and [7]. However,
these methods in general require a specific minimum
image size of pedestrians, and are therefore not suit-
able for detection of distant pedestrians.

Our approach for the detection of distant approach-
ing pedestrians is motivated by two observations. The
first is that human usually walk in a characteristic way
[4], i.e. repeatedly raise legs and step forward. This
property of human walking has been utilized in many
motion-based pedestrian detection algorithms [6][9].
The second one is that pedestrians are usually illumi-
nated from the top of them, regardless of whether the
environment is indoor or outdoor. Based on these ob-
servations, we believe that distant approaching pedes-
trians can be detected by the temporal intensity pat-
tern observed on a pair of walking human legs. We
assume this temporal intensity pattern is a distinctive
feature of walking human. Our proposed method works
by extracting temporal patterns of intensity from dif-
ferent image locations and cross-correlate them with
templates of off-line generated patterns which corre-
spond to walking human. We have evaluated our
method using video sequences and obtain satisfactory
results. The contents of this paper is organized as fol-
lows. In section 2, the proposed method is presented.
Section 3 demonstrates the result on a testing video.
Section 4 gives the conclusion of our work.
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2 Proposed Method

Our detection algorithm works on a temporal win-
dow of 1 to 2 seconds. To detect distant pedestrians
from a given a video sequence, our algorithm first di-
vided it into short sequences of video frames. Each of
these short sequences should be about 1 to 2 seconds in
length. The purpose of this preprocessing step is to en-
sure complete human gait cycles are captured, while at
the same time the spatial locations and scales of pedes-
trians are kept roughly the same within the short video
sequences. To detect pedestrians form each of these
video sequences, we apply sliding-window method to
exhaustively ‘scan’ over spatial locations and scales:
For each image location, temporal intensity patterns
are extracted from rectangular windows on the image
plane. We refer these windows as detection window.
If prior knowledge about scene geometry is available,
the detection window can be limited to image locations
where presence of distant pedestrians is expected. The
intensity pattern collected from a detection window is
matched against off-line generated templates. If the
temporal intensity pattern extracted is closed enough
to any of the templates, the algorithm would report a
detected pedestrian at that spatial location.

2.1 Tracking of detection window

It should be noted that although our algorithm han-
dles only a short sequence of video frames each time,
slight displacement of pedestrians within the video
frames is inevitable. To prevent the subsequent feature
collection process from being affected by this slight dis-
placement, we calculate the motion vector of the detec-
tion window, in each video frames. The motion vector
can be found using optical flow estimation methods,
such as the Pyramidal LKT tracker [2]. In our work, we
assume the scales of distant pedestrians do not change
significantly with time, this assumption is reasonable
for distant pedestrians.

2.2 Temporal intensity pattern

For each of the detection windows, classification is
performed to determine whether the window is a tight
bounding box of a pedestrian. Features of intensity
pattern are extracted from four rectangular regions in
a detection window (see Figure 1).

The locations of these regions are specified such that
if the detection window is a tight bounding box of a
pedestrian figure, the rectangular regions would each
cover a human leg segment. From each of these re-
gions, we calculate the spatial mean intensities for all
video frame and denote them as rk(t), where k and t
are respectively the region and frame index. The spa-
tial mean can be efficiently computed using integral
image technique. Since pedestrians can wear any kind
of clothing, the magnitude and variation of intensity
pattern vary with people. In our application, since our
concern is to detect the temporal intensity variation of
leg segment, therefore the spatial intensity values rk(t)
are normalized with respect to time:

r̂k(t) =
rk(t) − μk

σk

where μk and σk are the temporal mean and stan-
dard deviation of rk(t). Examples of normalized inten-

Figure 1: The figure shows a detection window
at the location of a distant pedestrian. The inte-
rior rectangles labeled with rk(t) show the spa-
tial locations of the four regions in the detec-
tion window, each corresponds to a leg segment.
Spatial mean intensity values rk(t) are estimated
from these regions.

sity values r̂k(t) are plotted in Figure 2. We can ob-
served that the intensity patterns from detection win-
dows that contain pedestrians and those that do not
contain pedestrian are quite different. This suggests
that the temporal intensity pattern can be used to
differentiate between pedestrians and non-pedestrians.
The intensity pattern observed from pedestrians can be
explained by the difference in reflected light intensity
because of the change in leg segment angles.

2.3 Classification of intensity pattern

The aim of the classification step to decide whether
a real pedestrian figure exists in a detection window,
based on the temporal intensity pattern extracted from
the detection window. In our proposed method, clas-
sification is done by matching the pattern with offline
generated templates. We have built two templates, cor-
responding to walking pedestrians with different walk-
ing speeds. These templates are built by acquiring the
joint angles of walking pedestrians and then simulat-
ing the temporal intensity pattern of leg segments us-
ing Phong reflection model [10]. It should be noted
that there is usually time lag between the pattern ex-
tracted from pedestrians and that of the templates,
i.e. the patterns belongs to walking pedestrians with
different initial walking pose. The extracted tempo-
ral intensity pattern is matched with template using
cross-correlation. Cross-correlation is particular suit-
able for our application because it define a similarity
function in terms of the time lag between two signals.
The similarity function is defined as:

S(θ) =
T∑

t=1

4∑

k=1

r̂k(t)pk(t + θ)

where θ is the time lag between the pattern of ob-
served intensity and the intensity in template, T is the
size of the temporal window, and pk(·) is the intensity
pattern of the template. Our algorithm would report a
detection if the value of the similarity function exceed
a tunable threshold τ for any time lag θ.
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Figure 2: (a), (b): Normalized intensity features
extracted from detection windows of pedestri-
ans. The patterns are similar. The rectangles
with dotted lines show how they can be match
with each other. (c): The normalized inten-
sity pattern extracted from a detection window
of non-pedestrian, which is apparently different
from those of (a) and (b).

3 Experimental Results

The purposes of our experiments are to evaluate the
proposed detection algorithm in terms of the follow-
ing: 1) the range of apparent sizes of pedestrians that
can be detected, and 2) detection rate of approaching
pedestrians of 30 to 50 pixels tall . To evaluate the
above, we have collected a video from a long bridge.
In this video, pedestrians were walking either towards
or away from the camera. The resolution of the video
is 800 × 600. Pedestrians at the far end of the bridge
appear to be 15× 30, while those in the midway of the
bridge appear to be 30×60. Therefore, distance pedes-
trians in this testing video are those along the midway
to the far end of the bridge. Since our algorithm focus
on the detection of distant and frontal pedestrians, the
detection rate in our experiments is defined as the num-
ber of detected frontal and distant pedestrians divided
by the total number of frontal and distant pedestrians.

We extract segments of short video frames, in which
there are approaching pedestrians at the far end of the
bridge. The video segments are passed to our algorithm
for detection, and detection windows in 8 different sizes
from 15 × 30 to 50 × 100 are used. The results are
shown in Figure 3. In the video segments, pedestrians
at the far end (Figure 3c, 3h) to the midway (Figure

3a, 3f, 3l) of the bridge can be detected. Pedestrians
near the camera (Figure 3b, 3k) are ignored by our de-
tection algorithm, as we only aim at detecting distant
pedestrians. In these segments, there are 14 approach-
ing pedestrians (3 of them are the same person). Our
algorithm is able to identify 12 of them. The missed
pedestrians are shown in Figure 3b and 3e. The reason
of missed detection in Figure 3b is that the pedestrian
is running. In Figure 3e, the reason of missed detection
is that the shape of the pant of the pedestrian deforms
quickly, such that it does not appear to be rectangular
block, as in Figure 1. Note that although there are 8
false positive detections, 7 of them are pedestrians from
rear view. It suggests that more work is needed to dif-
ferentiate between pedestrians in frontal and rear view.
A possible solution is to use tracking result to prune
those pedestrians in rear view. The false detection in
Figure 3h is due to the motion of a waving banner. In
our limited testing data, the recall rate is 85.7%. We
think this result is satisfactory, as pedestrians from a
distance are more difficult to detect than those near
the camera.

4 Conclusion

Our key contribution is the proposal of using tem-
poral intensity pattern for the detection of approaching
pedestrians from a distance using their front view im-
ages. We have presented a detection algorithm based
on the proposed intensity pattern. The algorithm can
detect multiple pedestrians at the same time. We eval-
uated the detection algorithms using video of a long
bridge, and the result showed that satisfactory results
can be obtained even if only a few standard templates
are used. We expect the detection results will be use-
ful to guide surveillance system to alert for approach-
ing pedestrians, and perform analysis on them. Future
work will include estimation of the distance of pedes-
trians from camera and tracking of their location.
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Figure 3: (a)-(l): Detection result of our proposed algorithm on a video sequence taken at a long bridge.
Detection windows that are classified as pedestrians are represented using white rectangles. The embedded
image on the top right hand corner on each figure is a close-up of the detection results. The images at lower
right hand corner are close-ups of original video frames.
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